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HANDBOOK
5.00 Handbook
The 2nd WVI will publish its policies, rules, and procedures in a convenient Handbook to be given to every
member. Members will be expected to cheerfully and honorably abide by the Handbook. The Handbook will
have the intent of creating a clear and understandable framework for how the Unit is to conduct itself in order
to avoid confusion, frustration, and double standards. Further, it should be remembered that the Handbook is
formulated and approved by the Unit as a whole, not by any single individual(s).
5.01 Permanent Handbook Approval
The Handbook will be permanently approved by majority vote of the Unit at the annual meeting.
Permanent amendments will be made at this time with any such amendment being discussed and approved by
majority vote. The Unit vote at this meeting will have precedence over all other previous votes. Expense of
publication of the Handbook must also be approved by majority vote. A tie vote will be considered a nonmajority vote. Any changes to the Handbook will be published in the Fugleman citing the appropriate statute.
Updated Handbooks will be published only as necessary if and when enough changes may require a new
publication.
5.02 Temporary Handbook Approval
Temporary changes may be made to the Handbook for a period lasting until the convening of the annual
meeting. This may occur by majority vote of at least 7 present officers. No more than 4 officers may be from the
same Field Command and if more are present, they are selected by seniority. Tie votes will be considered a nonmajority vote. Any member can request a temporary amendment making such a request to the Unit
Commander. Any amendments made must be announced to the Unit and published in the Fugleman by the
member who proposed the successful amendment citing the appropriate section number.
5.03 Distribution
The Headquarters Staff will be responsible for distribution of the Handbook. Any Handbooks given to new
members after an amendment has been made, must reflect the change with this being done by the
Headquarters Staff.
5.04 Handbook Authority
Any Field Command within the 2nd WVI may make subsequent and specialized publications associated with
the needs and circumstances for those Field Commands in the Handbook. However, all such publications from a
given Field Command will be subject and subordinate to applicable sections of the Handbook and any
specialized Field Command rules must be published in the designated section of the Handbook.

